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GENERAL

048 WIRE LOG 04 AUG 1200 - 04 AUG 1600 GMT

CHINA

076 PRC: VICE FOREIGN MINISTER MEETS KHIEU SAMPHAN IN BANGKOK

EAST EUROPE

051 B-H: SERBIAN JETS REPORTEDLY DROP CLUSTER BOMBS ON IGMAN
056 BOSNIA: keyPressed ENDS VISIT; DEFENSE MINISTERS SIGN AGREEMENT
060 BOSNIA: SERBS SAY 6,000 'LIQUIDATED' IN CROAT-MUSLIM CAMPS
061 BOSNIAN SERB LEADER ALLEGES WEAPONS HIDDEN IN AID AIRCRAFT
068 BOSNIA-Hercegovina: BELGRADE ROUND UP BATTLE REPORTS
077 ARMY LEADER SAYS FORCES READY FOR SARAJEVO'S 'LIBERATION'

CENTRAL EURASIA

049 RUSSIAN 'EXPERTS' TO JOIN ARMS INSPECTION GROUP IN IRAQ
052 CIS: ADMIRAL WARNS UKRAINE OFFICERS ON UNDERMINING DAGO MYs PAC
053 BELARUS: KGB CHIEF OPPOSES RELEASE OF LEE HARVEY OSWALD FILES
054 RUSSIA: CASE HISTORIES OF MISSING U.S. CITIZENS (TAKE 1 OF 2)
055 RUSSIA: CASE HISTORIES OF MISSING U.S. CITIZENS (TAKE 2 OF 2)
063 TAJIKISTAN: NATIONAL SECURITY CHIEF DISMISSED
066 RUSSIA: YELTSIN EXPECTED TO TAKE 2-WEEK VACATION
069 AZERBAIJAN TO CONTROL 30 PERCENT OF CASPIAN FLEET
070 TAJIKISTAN: SECURITY STAFF REFUSES TO ACCEPT NEW CHIEF
071 ARMENIA: AZERBAIJAN REPORTEDLY SHELLING BORDER AREAS
074 RUSSIA: YELTSIN RETURNS FROM TRIP TO BULGARIA
075 RUSSIA: FOREIGN MINISTRY CRITICAL OF JAPANESE STATEMENTS
078 RUSSIA: YELTSIN ACTIVITIES IN SOFIA NOTED, NEWS CONFERENCE HELD
079 MOLDOVA: MINISTER ANNOUNCES WITHDRAWAL FROM DNIESTER COMPLETE
080 MOLDOVA: PRIME MINISTER SUMMARIZES GOALS OF NEW GOVERNMENT
082 ARMENIAN ENCLAVE ENCIRCLED, SITUATION 'CRITICAL'
083 RUSSIA WELCOMES FRANCE JOINING NPT
085 CIS: UKRAINE PREPARING TO DESTROY CONVENTIONAL ARMS

EAST ASIA

057 AFGHANISTAN: DOZENS OF ROCKETS HIT KABUL, ENDING CEASEFIRE
059 HIZBALLAH-PALESTINE CLAIMS ATTACK ON JORDAN-ISRAEL BORDER
067 IRAQ: SPEAKER SAYS COHIG UN TEAM MUST BEHAVE 'PROPERLY'
084 ISRAEL: PERES REITERATES PUSH FOR AUTONOMY PACT IN 9-12 MONTHS

LATIN AMERICA

073 COLOMBIA: GOVERNMENT ANNOUNCES END TO U.S. OVERFLIGHTS

WEST EUROPE

058 GERMANY: DEFENSE MINISTER SAYS EFA 'DEAD', TO BE REPLACED
062 TURKEY: FOREIGN MINISTER SEES 'LIMITED INTERVENTION' IN BOSNIA
064 UK AIRLIFT TO SARAJEVO 'TEMPORARILY CALLED OFF'
065 UK: KUWAITI MINISTER, HURD SHARE VIEWS ON IRAQ
072 UNITED KINGDOM: AGREEMENT REPORTEDLY REACHED ON CONTINUING EFA
081 EUROPEAN NATIONS OPT FOR 'CHEAPER' FIGHTER AIRCRAFT PROJECT